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Natural, semi-natural, and planted forests are a key asset worldwide, providing a broad range of positive externalities. For

sustainable forest planning and management, remote sensing (RS) platforms are rapidly going mainstream. In a

framework where scientific production is growing exponentially, a systematic analysis of unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)-

based forestry research papers is of paramount importance to understand trends, overlaps and gaps. 
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1. Introduction

Natural, semi-natural and planted forests are a key asset worldwide, providing a broad range of positive externalities.

These kinds of benefits can be included in three main categories such as goods (timber, food, fuel, and bioproducts),

ecosystem services (carbon storage, nutrient cycling, water, air quality, and wildlife habitat), and social and cultural

features (recreation, traditional resource uses, and well-being) . In this context, sustainable forest planning and

management require understanding both short and long-term woodland dynamics ; furthermore, a modernization of

forestry inventory frameworks is needed and driven by the ongoing uncertainty on the future condition of forests related to

climate . Ordinary inventory operations require the collection of field data with labor-intensive, time-consuming, and, no

less important, increasingly expensive acquisition procedures. Besides, field campaigns are restricted to small areas, so

that the number of field inventories that can be reasonably completed is drastically limited . For the adoption of precision

forestry practices, promptness is a key requirement and this is especially true when the forest structure is changing in a

hardly predictable way due to pressure from biotic or abiotic factors .

Remote sensing (RS) platforms, such as unmanned aircraft systems (UAS), satellites, and airplanes fitted with dedicated

sensors are rapidly going mainstream. They are still being developed for full optimization, among other sectors, of forest

management and their relevance for decision support is growing crucially for forestry managers, entrepreneurs, and

researchers . RS provides data at different resolutions in terms of space, spectral band, and time allowing forest

modeling under different conditions and for various management purposes (economic, monitoring, conservation,

restoration). Unlike traditional field-based inventories, the full-coverage often guaranteed by RS platforms provides data

on many primary forestry parameters . Nevertheless, RS applications for forestry often require images with a high

temporal resolution . Considering the traditional airborne and spaceborne RS platforms, the spatial and temporal

resolutions provided by satellite-based data are usually not suited to achieving regional or local forestry objectives while

aircraft, even if their products have a more appropriate spatial scale, are expensive when regular time-series monitoring is

desired . Moreover, data from manned aircraft and satellite platforms are vulnerable to cloudy sky conditions, which

attenuate electromagnetic waves and cause information loss and data degradation . Drones (hereafter called

Unmanned Aerial Vehicle—UAV), equipped with GPS and digital cameras, are suitable for real-time applications,

inasmuch as they combine high spatial resolution and quick turnaround times with lower operational costs . Thanks to

their flexibility of use, UAVs are becoming one of the emergent technological tools, with a wide perspective, as well as

increasing applicability  and therefore, for precision forestry application especially at a local scale, they overtake

traditional RS platforms. It is also important to note that recent UAV advances, along with computer vision and other

related research topics, have created many opportunities for practical forestry by facilitating and improving field data

collection in terms of temporal and spatial accuracy, with the possibilities of creating customized datasets according to

specific needs .

The major drawbacks in using UAVs rather than other RS platforms are represented by generic technical issues that are

not related to the inner features of forests. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, only Surovỳ and Kuželka  report that

the effective extent of detailed UAV data is limited to several forest stands because the high resolution and high-frequency

data cannot be efficiently acquired for the whole extent of a very large forest. In general, the main disadvantages of UAV

flights are imposed by battery duration and therefore by small area coverage, payload weight , and sensitivity to some

bad weather conditions (i.e., wind, precipitation, and sudden and sharp light conditions variation) . In the post-flight
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workflow, UAV imagery products involve massive data processing capability , often with a combination of robust image

processing software and sophisticated machine learning systems; all this results in substantial computation requirements

and therefore high expense in terms of money and time . Current limitations for UAV activity are also enforced by policy

and regulations (restrictions on airspace use). This is one of the major factors that prevent researchers from testing all of

the possibilities for UAV civil applications . Despite the critical issues listed, the advantages of using UAV instead of

other RS platforms far outweigh the drawbacks. If used appropriately and combined with ground surveys and local

knowledge, UAVs can constitute a valuable tool in monitoring and mapping forests, especially over small areas,

responding to the growing need for more accurate data . In the last years, UAVs have been recognized as an effective

complement to traditional vehicles due to their economy, safety, maneuverability, positioning accuracy, high spatial

resolution, and data acquisition on demand . UAV imagery, due to its extremely high possible spatial resolution (fixed-

wing up to 2 cm/pixel; rotary: sub-millimeter), is a cost-effective data source for providing detailed reference information

, especially for a research project or service-based business with a tight budget. UAVs can carry a wide range of task-

oriented sensors  whose operation is not affected by clouds due to the low flight altitude . UAV missions can be

planned flexibly, avoiding poor weather conditions, providing data availability on-demand, and enhancing temporal

resolution . The availability of UAV imagery in NRT (Near Real-Time) is another feature that can help agroforestry

operations, due to the possibility of identifying problems faster and, consequently, reacting quickly, reducing losses, and,

in the case of professional foresters, economic outlays . UAVs can thus be used in real-time operations, for example in

wildfire detection using thermal sensors . Regarding academia, the use of UAV allows researchers to acquire complex

imagery (i.e., hyperspectral) themselves and with higher frequency than in the past when specialized companies provided

all the airborne imagery . Furthermore, thanks also to the constant technological development, UAV costs in terms of

material and operational charges are diminishing, while processing capabilities and dedicated artificial intelligence (AI)

algorithms, i.e., machine learning, improve . Finally, UAVs can save time, manpower, and financial resources for

practitioners, public authorities, and researchers . For all the aforementioned pros, interest in UAV has been increasing

and this technology has become a focus of research .

2. UAV in Forest Remote Sensing: Research Topics, Vehicle Type, and
Sensors

The use of smart and low-cost tools such as UAVs in precision forestry has increased exponentially in recent years, as

demonstrated by the large number of papers published from 2018 until mid-2020; more than 600 references were found

when searching for “UAV” + “forest” and considering articles, systematic reviews, conference proceedings and books .

By summarizing the results of some recent review papers , it follows that the range of UAV academic topics

investigated by researchers is very wide and it also involves the use of UAV together with other RS platforms. Two main

clusters among research topics can be outlined: (i) dendrometric parameters estimation (ii) monitoring and conservation

activities. Regarding the estimation of basic physiological features, UAVs have been used with varying levels of success

in 2D and 3D mapping applications such as individual tree detection or estimation of tree height, leaf area index (LAI),

chlorophyll content, tree crown dimension, and location. In this cluster a subgroup of topics, regarding the estimation of

derived dendrometric parameters, can be connected directly also with practical forestry activities: monitoring growth

status, measuring plant density, merchantable biomass estimation, species identification, inspection of forestry operations,

diseases detection and management, and post-harvest data (i.e., forest stockpiles measuring, truckload soil structure

degradation). The second cluster includes the use of UAV for monitoring, conservation, and restoration activities required

by the impact of climate change on forests and the change in the level of woodland biodiversity. In particular, UAVs are

used, from an ecological point of view, for the mapping and control of weed vegetation and invasive alien species;

deforestation monitoring and estimation of deforestation rates utilizing the identification of gaps; forest wildfire

management and detection, especially for prevention and post-fire monitoring, by identifying and constructing risk maps

and supporting shut down operations. UAV and their sensors are also applied to quantify aboveground biomass (AGB)

and monitor it over time to assess the impacts of climate and land-use changes on the global carbon cycle of forest

ecosystems and to understand their effects on woodland resilience and health. Furthermore, UAVs can track wildlife,

detect woodland land-use change, monitor legal restrictions, and, in general, monitor habitats that are difficult to reach

(wetlands, rock faces, coastal ecosystems) or where trespassing is undesirable .

UAVs employed for forestry applications and reviewed in this study are classified according to their size as small, mini,

and micro vehicles and can also be categorized on the basis of wing type. Generally, in regard to civilian usage, UAVs can

be rotor-based, fixed-wing, or can adopt hybrid solutions (Figure 1). They are user-friendly platforms with take-off mass

ranging from a few tens of grams up to 25 kg and over  and with a flight time comprised between a couple of minutes

and a few hours of autonomy . Fixed-wing platforms are adequate for monitoring larger areas with a pre-defined flight
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plan but need space for landing . On the other hand, multi-rotor UAVs are more maneuverable, having easier take-off

and landing and are preferred by researchers because they are usually cheaper and more flexible for

demonstrative/scientific studies .

Figure 1. Unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) types for remote sensing civilian usage: rotary-wing (a,b), fixed-wing (c,d),

unmanned helicopter (e), and hybrid solution (f).

The progress in sensor implementation particularly concerned their miniaturization to lessen the payload to be

transported. This big step forward has allowed us to equip the UAV with a broad range of sensors and tools: high-

resolution digital cameras, infrared/thermal cameras, multi-spectral cameras (passive sensors), lidar—Laser Imaging

Detection and Ranging (active sensors)—as well as chemical instrumentation for sensing Volatile Organic Compounds

(VOCs)  and also tools for distributing agro-forestry products . The possibility of equipping UAV with a wide

choice of sensors in association with georeferencing systems has supported forestry scientific research by monitoring

anomalies and trends which, if observed by traditional means from the ground, could have manifested in a less obvious

way .

RS applications very often separate RGB channels and work with individual red, green, and blue channels to provide

valuable visual information for foresters . Instead, for assessing vegetation properties, information obtained in the NIR

region (from 750 nm to approximately 1400 nm), where the high reflectance of vegetation occurs, should be used. Indeed,

the NIR band results crucial for most forestry applications precisely because healthy vegetation that is actively growing

and producing energy from photosynthesis reflects more in the NIR region . Thermal cameras operate approximately in

the spectrum at wavelengths from 8000 to 15,000 nm and detect electromagnetic radiation which can be experienced as

heat. Thanks to these sensors, the pixel’s digital number can be transformed into a temperature measurement .

Multispectral sensors sense broadbands, usually 4–12, and are extensively used for vegetation analysis, given that they

often include NIR together with multiple bands (e.g., R, G, B, red edge) . The hyperspectral sensor is gradually

becoming more common in UAV forestry applications. It has very high spectral resolutions sensing hundreds of narrow

bands up to 2 nm in wavelength. Hyperspectral sensors produce images in which each pixel contains the whole spectrum

of the sensed wavelengths. In this way, greater imagery information than all the other passive devices is provided  but

a few drawbacks, such as high operation costs and complex equipment are inevitable with today’s technology . Lidar is

an active laser-based remote-sensing technology that uses focused laser light pulses by transmitting them to the surface

with a fast repeat rate. It measures the time taken for the reflections to be detected by the sensor (transmitter-target-

receptor) to determine the distance to targets (objects, surface). By repeating this process with a fast sequence, lidar

generates a 3D point cloud of the surface .

Regarding the use of UAV sensors in forestry applications, it can be emphasized how the RGB sensors are suitable to

estimate Fractional Vegetation Cover (FVC) , to find features within a certain area (e.g., tree crown size estimation) ,

and to detect invasive species . Instead, through reflectance analysis with wavebands outside of the visible spectrum,
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the multispectral, infrared, and hyperspectral sensors are most suitable for LAI  and for identifying the

presence/absence of certain components or materials (e.g., disease  and water stress detection ). Thermal

sensors are used effectively to detect water stress  and in forest fire monitoring  and wildlife detection  while

multispectral sensors can be applied for determining burned areas in a post-fire scenario . Lidar sensors can provide

accurate measurements targeting land objects for an effective forest inventory, also being capable of gathering data also

below the canopy . By penetrating the forest canopy, lidar is a powerful tool for the direct 3D measurement of various

tree attributes, even at a fine-grained scale . It can be used for individual tree detection and crown delineation ,

for retrieving inventory parameters such as diameter , height  and biomass  and for predicting carbon dynamics

. Lidar metrics are both ecologically meaningful and management-relevant, as demonstrated by their applications in

overstory characterization , forest restoration , wildfire prevention  and post-fire monitoring . Nevertheless, a

careful comparison must always be made with optical sensors considering the relatively high cost of lidar technology 

. For instance, to determine vegetation height, optical sensors are a plausible choice, because they offer the possibility

of image 3D reconstruction using Structure from Motion (SfM) algorithms and, at the same time, they have higher cost-

effectiveness compared to lidar .

3. Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Forest Remote Sensing

Forests, but also other natural resources, need monitoring, management, and preservation, which increasingly profit from

UAV remote sensing. As a rule, the capabilities of UAS are evaluated in terms of spectral, spatial and temporal resolution,

as well as processing time, area coverage and cost-efficiency. When the monitored woodland has a quite small area, the

use of drones is surely advantageous for the amplitude and precision in the acquisition of the spectral range, the

centimetric resolution, and daily monitoring frequency. Conversely, among the main drawbacks of UAV compared to other

RS platforms may be cited processing time (i.e., about ten times greater than that of a satellite) , inability to survey

large areas due to the battery and regulatory limitations, and the lack of consistent data collection and processing

workflows for multitemporal analysis .

The results presented in this Part I show how forestry RS is expanding exponentially. The growth is witnessed by the

increased number of scientific papers (also in the short timespan analyzed) and by several journals belonging to different

scientific publishers. From scientific mapping, it emerges that the research issues are mainly heading towards the

estimation of inventory parameters among which AGB stands out for importance; at a methodological level, researchers

look expectantly at the use of UAV-DAP and machine learning techniques for tree identification and classification

purposes. The screened papers cover both natural and planted forests composed of coniferous, broadleaved, or mixed

species. Researchers make use of a wide range of UAV-mounted sensors (passive and active); in this context, the RGB

camera with centimetric resolution now seems a consolidated and mature technology.

Despite all this, there are several critical issues that the academic world must address to further improve the general

quality of research in UAV forest remote sensing as also revealed by the scientific mapping of the most frequent

keywords. This review highlights that the number of papers in some continents is often inversely proportional to their huge

forest heritage: the case of Africa is striking (only five studies published), but also South America has a quite small number

of researches. In parallel, tropical and equatorial forests (representing about 30% of emerged land areas) are under-

represented biomes, with only <14% of studies. Remote sensing methods represent a powerful tool for investigating

spatial and temporal patterns of vegetation in these challenging environments; this is especially true for low-flying UAV

imagery which is not affected by atmospheric artifacts from highly seasonal cloud cover and aerosol loads . The

resulting lack of knowledge about tropical and equatorial woodland could perhaps be ascribed to the geographic

distribution of research centers, which are often located in developed countries, but also to UAV’s limited flight range

associated with the inaccessibility of tropical forests that make these ecosystems technically hard to monitor, as long as

BVLOS (Beyond Visual Line of Sight) flight strategy will be authorized. Besides, in this context, the availability of ready-to-

fly UAV platforms at affordable prices seems to be too recent and it might not allow end-users from developing countries

to perform image acquisition with a simpler tool in comparison to customized ones. In the case of UAV, it is difficult to

suggest a possible solution through open data accessibility to potential end-users, as in the case of some satellite

platforms. As stated by Huylenbroeck et al. , using the RS tools to monitor natural resources is not neutral: these

methods could exclude stakeholders who do not have access to the technology.

Hyperspectral sensors certainly represent a promising tool for future RS progress but, in this review, less than 10% of

papers were found to utilize the technology. This could be due to the difficulties in calibration and setting of

prototype/customized solutions, in addition to the high market prices of commercially available packages. In this sense,
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the ongoing cost reduction of off-the-shelf hyperspectral cameras could certainly boost the use of the sensor. By exploiting

the ability to choose numerous bands in a precise spectral range, UAV-mounted hyperspectral cameras can provide the

tree spectral signature that, in turn, could be used for species recognition or disease detection.

The capability of acquiring UAV images with high frequency provides new opportunities to study forest evolution. Although

UAVs can easily acquire a dense time series, only a few research papers deal with the central issue of multi-temporality to

describe vegetation dynamics. Multi-temporal analysis can sometimes replace the spectral range, as in some studies

where UAV time series are mainly exploited for intra-annual application such as phenology monitoring. Other papers

compare single-season UAV imagery products with relatively coarse resolution satellite images. Less than 1% of research

works gather multi-seasonal UAV data; in particular, a three-year UAV image time series is used both for species

identification in a Brazilian Atlantic forest  and chestnut health monitoring . The poor use of UAV-acquired image time

series is an issue that must certainly be addressed by future research. Doing this, it is of pivotal importance to find a

balance among the size of the remote-sensed area, spatial and temporal resolution without running into the drawbacks of

field surveys again (i.e., high cost and labor).

Finally, although the legal situation of UAV flying is analyzed quite recently , none of the selected papers tackle this

issue. Many countries still lack legislation that regulates the use of UAV both for research and commercial purposes.

Some authors  highlight the importance of integrating as soon as possible UAV in the airspace through a specific

regulatory regime. The legislative framework should be concerted by all the stakeholders to realize UAS’s full potential

and increase its usage while ensuring individual citizens’ safety and privacy rights. A debate on conditions under which

drones can be operated is required where this is lacking (i.e., within the European Union) or in specific situations where

human artifacts could raise some concerns (i.e., agroforestry, the riparian ecosystem in developed countries). In the end,

UAV regulations should be improved addressing not only forestry monitoring but also innovative uses such as

management operations including, for instance, chemical distribution.
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